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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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guirrea
GUIRREA fights to pedradas that gets between gangs or groups of boys. 

guish
GUISH 1 .  Warrior Tribe, from Arabic saysh 2.  Moroccan force that consecrates its military service in exchange for
land.  Tribes that were dedicated to conquering the Berber tribes 2.  Disintegrate or visibly decompose either mentally or
emotionally as a result of an extreme agent (of type "ang", "lang" or "exting") 3 .  Diarrhea, loose poop turdo.  4 . 
Dominican singer raeggetonero 5 .  Deep melancholy and sorrow

gujaratí
GUJARATÍ name and language of Guyarät , region of western India .  The language is spoken by 46 million people. 

gulo gulo
GULO GULO Latin name of the GLUTTON, mustelid animal, unique in its kind, very similar to a bear (ursid), very
muscular and very bad temper. 

gulunguiaban
GULUNGUIABAN third person plural of the imperfect mode of the verb gulunguiar indicative , SWING , swing

gusta compañia de otros
LIKE OTHER COMPANY.  Sociable.  Like to join others, socialize, group socially, be accompanied

gutículas
GUTICLES SEE DROPLET

guyaratí
GUJARATI From Gujar?t? properly 'from Gujarat'. 1 .  adj.  Belonging to or relating to Gujarati. 2 .  Native to Gujarat,
region of India3 m.  Language of the Indian group that is spoken mainly in Gujarat, state of India. 

güallo
The correct way to write this word is GUAYO nickname given to the Eduardos.  In Puerto Rico : Rallo , kitchen utensil .

güirirí
There are two species: The black-billed Guiriri Dendrocygna vividuata and the pink-billed Guiriri Dendrocygna
aautumnalis?

gülenista
GLENISTA 1 .  person who supports Fethullah Golen, a moderate Muslim theologian who sees with good eyes the
rapprochement of the three fundamental religions.  2 .  Relative to or belonging to Fethulla Golen, or to his doctrine

gymkana
GYMKANA race on foot or in a vehicle in which various intermediate competitions are held that give score or permission



to continue to the next stage. 

habanos
HABANOS pl .  by HABANO

habemus
HABEMUS Latin by we have

haberlo pensado mejor
(FROM , DEBERIA )  I'VE THOUGHT BETTER.  Expression that acknowledges having made a mistake in acting or in a
decision.

habilidad blanda
SOFT SKILLED as opposed to hard skill which is professional knowledge and experience, soft refers to the gifts of
getting along, such as empathy, sympathy, patience, ease of communicating and making friends and other personality
qualities. 

habilidades
SKILLS , plural of SKILL Quality of SKILL Said of a person : Various intellectual or physical abilities that he possesses
and in which he excels.  Soft and hard skills : soft ones say relationship with the ease of interacting with other
individuals, empathy, sympathy, understanding, acceptance, teamwork, containment, support, delivery, solidarity,
pedagogy, psychology.  Hard skills say relationship with knowledge, technical and manual ability.

habilidades blandas
SOFT SKILLS Unlike HARD SKILLS, which are the set of theoretical and practical knowledge that a person possesses
on a subject, soft ones are the set of personal capacities that contribute to perform their work better or worse, such as
relating, communicating, empathy, listening, concentration and so on. 

habilidades duras
DURAS SKILLS as opposed to soft skills, are capabilities such as scientific, technological, legal, linguistic or other
knowledge, in addition to experience.

habilidades motrices básicas
BASIC MOTRICES SKILLS Capabilities to make coordinated and structured movements, directed by the brain, through
the nervous system, the action of the muscle system.  They are characterized by being common to all individuals and by
having allowed the survival of the species.  The basic motor skills are 9 : 1 .  Walk 2 .  Run 3.  Reptar.  4 .  Swim 5. 
Climb 6.  Gate 7.  Roll 8.  Skip 9 .  Dynamic balance

habitacion interior
INTERIOR ROOM error by INTERIOR ROOM, room that is not immediately entering a house. 

habitación interior
INTERIOR ROOM rooms or rooms that are at the back of the house, not when entering. 



había quedado
HAD STAYED (me) had agreed (on something) 

hablamiento
SPEAKING condition of speaking .

hablar jurar como un carretero
SPEAK OR SWEAR AS A Bad-Todoro ROAD, use doodles and curses on a regular basis.

hablar lento
SPEAK SLOW Speak calmly.  pausedly, so that what is said can be fully understood by the listener.  Talking by carefully
modulating words

hablar mierda
TALK SHIT 1 .  To speak ill (of someone, of something) 2.  say nonsense , talk nonsense

hablar por demás
TALK TOO MUCH to say more than what is right or necessary, either by exaggerating or altering reality, lying about
what happened, or extending too much, complicating In Chile we say TALK ABOUT OTHERS, without inserting the
proposition. 

hablar rápido
TALK FAST talk about corrido , a large number of words per minute . 

hablasdor
SPEAKER Spelling Error by SPEAKER .  See SPEAKER .

hace tiempo
IT'S BEEN A WHILE, a while back, a long time ago, in the past

hacefalo
MAKES IT an extreme barbarism by AAFALO formed by the prefix A , sin and HEAD CEPHALO; who is headless,
leaderless

hacer a alguien la olla gorda
MAKE SOMEONE THE OLLA GORDA make the broth, make the game.  Do things so you take advantage of it.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to make the game, follow the flow

hacer algo a espaldas de alguien
DO SOMETHING TO SOMEONE'S BACKS Do something sneaking up on someone, without them knowing.

hacer bullying
MAKE BULLYING see Bullying, anglilicism which means verbatim tore. 



hacer caer
MAKE FALL KNOCK DOWN , make descend

hacer caso
MAKE CASE Obeceder , abide an order

hacer con
DO WITH perform, run something.  The CON preposition is put in to concatenate the medium or the reason why it is
performed or made: do with effort, do with the scofin Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be performed
with , perform with , execute with

hacer del dos
MAKE THE TWO.  Poop or defecate, shit, act.  Making one is peeing, making the short or pissing.

hacer desconfiar
MAKE DISTRUST produce doubts, suspicion, make lose confidence, produce suspicions

hacer enmudecer
DO INMUDECER Leave mute with amazement, astonish

hacer hacerse la cera
MAKE or MAKE THE CERA wax (to another) or wax (the same ) .  Apply (se ) a layer of melted wax on the hairs of
some region of the body, wait for it to cool and harden, then abruptly remove the hardened layer, dragging with it all the
hairs from its follicles.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be wax 40, se 41 ,

hacer heterogéneo
MAKE HETEROGENEOUS do something varied, varied, diverse, ununited, with different elements or components, as
opposed to HOMOGENEOUS, in which everything is even, similar or uniform. 

hacer la boga
MAKE THE BOGA prepare the boga, silvery freshwater fish

hacer la calle
DO THE STREET 1 .  Prostitution.  Working (eventually on the street) doing sex trade.

hacer la cimarra
DOING THE CIMARRA in Chile and Argentina : Avoid attending classes to have fun

hacer la larga
MAKE THE LONG Defecate , act

hacer la pega
DOING THE GLUE in Chile: pega is the work that is done to survive.  The expression is used in the sense of having



done important work, having fulfilled a goal. 

hacer la pelota
DO THE BALL in Spain : flatter, lick your ass, make the paw

hacer los papeles
MAKE PAPERS 1 .  Perform all necessary administrative procedures 2 .  Taking out the corresponding documentation
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be taking out the documentation, processing documents

hacer novilladas
DO NOVILLADAS of the old habit of torear steers in kas plazas by a divers who eluded the animsles.  Cape, miss
clasws or work for no reason, make the cimar.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be capping, making
the ckmarra

hacer novillos
DO NOVILLOS Avoid commitments or obligations, such as skipping classes, training or the office, for no fair reason. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be capping, doing the chancha, doing the choca, doing the cimar,
making hairs 1

hacer pelota
MAKE BALL In Chile : destroy, overwhelm, crush

hacer perder la rectitud o la linea recta
MAKE LOSS THE RIGHT OR LINE STRAIGHT Force out of the right attitude.  Force (someone to) be dishonest

hacer público
MAKE PUBLIC make private or reserved matters, or the knowledge of a few come to light and be of general knowledge. 

hacer redes
MAKE NETWORKS 1 .  Make fishing tights 2 .  Build and install physical communication networks for wi-fi (wireless
fidelity, wireless fidelity) 3.  Build and install networks for computational connectivity based on demanded scope, such as
LAN (Local Area Network), Personal Area Networks (PAN), Campus Area Networks , ( CAN ), Metropolitan Area
Networks (MAN), Wide Area Networks (WANs), Storage Networks (SAN), and Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) 4. 
Assemble online interrelationships with groups of people to act as influencer, distribute information, personally promote
yourself, a singer, to a musical group or sports team. 

hacer sentido
MAKE SENSE to have logic, to be reasonable, to be consistent

hacer tiempo
MAKE TIME Delay, let time pass intentionally, for example, city is winning a match.  2 .  Get distracted in small things
hoping that the right time for something planned and planned arrives.

hacer tragar saliva



MAKE SWALLOW SALIVA produce fear or anxiety.  In the face of a situation of stress or anxiety a knot forms in the
throat that can be accompanied by tightness in the chest and shortness of breath.  Swallowing saliva reduces tension. 

hacer un buen papel
MAKE A GOOD PAPER represent in good shape, act satisfactorily, even if it is not brilliant.  Paper is used here with the
meaning of role, as in a work of tratro or cinema. 

hacer un pillín
MAKE A PILLÍN make a pillería, a liveliness, a rapidito.  Pillín derives from PILLO, someone who makes pillerías

hacer un túnel
MAKING A TÚNEL build an underpass between two points Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
digging a tunnel, drilling a tunnel

hacer un voto
MAKE A VOTE Take a formal and personal commitment

hacer una vaca
MAKE A VACA in Chile : make a collection among a few people, to do something in common, such as buy a drink, or to
help someone in financial distress. 

hacer vaca
DO ( A ) VACA gather money between everyone, where the one who has more, puts more, and the one who does not
have goes to the school

hacerce la paja
MAKE THE PAJA Spelling error for MAKING THE PAJA Masturbate

hacerse alarde
TOARDE is an incorrect expression because the word flaunting is intransitive and cannot be used reflexively.  The
correct way is TO MAKE ARDARDE .  See DO ALARDE .

hacerse alguien algo humo
MAKE SOMEONE SMOKE Vanish, disappear

hacerse el orejas
MAKE THE EAR Be left, be rowed when you have to fulfill a task.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be left, be left, be lazy

hacerse el tonto
MAKE YOURSELF SILLY pretending you don't see, don't hear, don't feel or don't know (something). 

hacerse ir de manga



GETTING GO FROM MANGA is probably about going FROM MANGA TO CARTAGENA two tourist places in the
province of Murcia, Spain.  But it can be from La Manga anywhere.   It happens that there are frequent questions in the
networks regarding this particular transport. 

hacerse la chupina
DO THE CHUPINE IN Argentina : Missing classes, primarily, or another formal commitment, do the rabona- Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to be made the rat, do the cimar, capping, do the rabona

hacerse la rata
MAKE THE RATA In Argentina Do the cimar, cape classes, get steers, get rabona

hacerse los papeles
MAKE THE PAPERS See THE PAPERS

hacerse propaganda
BE PROPAGANDA Promote yourself, promote yourself, be self-promoted, sell yourself, sell

hacha de guerra
WAR AXE figuratively, bellicose action.  The Russians unterrained the axe of war.  War weapon with blade-shaped iron
antler and ring counterpart to be inserted into a different long stick. 

hacia arriba
UP Vertically, Rising.  Upwards

hacinados
HACINADOS plural of HACINADO past participle of the verb HACINAR , agglomerate excessively

hackatón
HACKATON event or congress in which it meets computer specialists from the development area as well as investors
from one day to a week to carry out alliance and program open software projects. 

hackeo
Hacking violation of hardware and software from a computer or computer network.

hacking
HACKING Violate through cyber resources the hardware, software and data of a computer

hacktivismo
HACKTIVISM action and effect of the activity as a HACKER, person who illegally intervenes computers, cell phones and
other equipment, and the information contained therein, in order to obtain illegitimate benefits. 

hagale
DO IT (and don't make it) second person of the DO imperative



hagiografos
HAGIOGRAFOS spelling error by HAGIGRAFISTS, person who studies the history of the life of the saints.  2 .  Person
who over-emphasizes the life of the biography.  3 . author of any of the books of sacred scripture. 

hago un pillin
I MAKE A PILLIN MISSPELLING BY MAKING A PILLIN

hagstag
HAGSTAG spelling error by HASHTAG , anglilicism by WEB LABEL; it is consisting of a character called numeral ( )
followed by a series of letters representing a theme, so that all related writings can easily be obtained and retrieved.  It
was invented by Chris Messina in April 2018

haipa
HAIPA in Chinese, fear or hurt. 

haka
HAKA traditional Maori dances of great physical energy and cries of war that rugby players of the New Zealand national
team usually dance to frighten opponents

halagos
FLATTERY pl .  of HALAGOlisonja , praise , adulation

halagueñas
HALAGUEÑAS fem .  pl.  of FLATTERING , which praises , flatters , flatters , 2 .  It attracts with sweetness or softness. 

halloween
HALLOWEEN witch's night traditional celebration of Anglo-Saxon countries on the eve of All Saints' Day or Day of the
Dead, usually on October 31, when children dress up and pass through the houses asking for candy. 

halloweenesca
HALLOWEENESCA concerning the celebration of the HALLOWEEN party or witch's night

halo fila
HALÓFILO , (and not , halo row ) of Latin halo, salt and edges, Lover or who likes salts.  Who is attracted to salt

halter
HALTER Anglicism meaning 'halter', but may come from the German meaning 'bra, bra, support', is the name of a type
of neckline that stands out for leaving the arms bare, in addition to the shoulders and at least half of the back. 

hamburg
HAMBURG city and largest port of Germany, called Hamburg in Spanish. 

hamburger



HAMBURGER HAMBURGUESA anglilicism that comes from German emigration before and after the Second World
War to the United States, where they fed with sandwiches of ground meat and cheese or vegetables It is an allusion to
the largest city-port in Germany, located in the northern region. 

hampones
HAMPONES pl .  of HAMPÓN , gang member , mobster

hand poke
HAND POKE anglicism by TATTOO MENUAL, as opposed to machine tattoo.  It is the ancestral procedure of nailing
needles to dye the surface of the skin

handbook
HANDBOOK anglilicism by MANUAL

handroll
HANDROLL sushi Japanese dish that is made from rice and other ingredients and ends up rolling ( roll) before cutting it
into small pieces

handy
HANDY anglilicism by PRACTICE, easy to use or carry, convenient, manuable

hanega
HANEGA Metrol .  Agricultural measure of area divisible into three quarters and equivalent in decimal metric system to
715, 1808 square meters, that is, a land a little less than 26, 8x26, 8 meters.  The RAE assimilates it to the FANEGA,
which has variations according to the regions of Spain, because in Aragon they are 22, 4 liters while in Castile they are
55, 5.  It is a measure of surface when talking about bushel of earth, and in Castile it is equivalent to about 64 areas

hanegas
HANEGAS pl .  of hanega Metrol .  Agricultural measure of area divisible into three quarters and equivalent in decimal
metric system to 715, 1808 square meters, that is, a land a little less than 26, 8x26, 8 meters.  The RAE assimilates it to
the FANEGA, which has variations according to the regions of Spain, because in Aragon they are 22, 4 liters while in
Castile they are 55, 5.  It is a measure of surface when talking about bushel of earth, and in Castile it is equivalent to 64
areas

hangry
HANGRY contraction of HUNGRY, hungry and ANGRY, angry.  It is used to indicate being grumpy, rabid of pure
hunger. 

happy end
HAPPY END happy ending .  In silent cinema especially, but also in the time of black and white, and in the early years of
color and cinemascope, Hollywood films ended up with a poster in the center of the screen that said THE END so that
the low-light and those who had fallen asleep would learn that they should leave the room.  Then it was assumed that
the plot always had to end well, with the young man saving the beautiful lady, or a HAPPY END.  But over time it was no
longer a constant although the public maintained its use in daily life. 



happy few
HAPPY FEW Anglilicism by HAPPY, happy or happily and FEW, little(s).  The expression has been used in the video
game WE HAPPY FEW that is, we know the few (that we are) happy.  Preview in 2016 and for playstation 4 in 2018. 

happycondriaca
HAPPYCHONDRIACA see HAPPYCHONDRIAC

happycondriaco
HAPPYCONDRIAC spelling error by HAPPYCHONDRIACO

happycondríaco
HAPPYCHONDRIAC neologism compression of happy, happy and hypochondriac, obsessed with being sick of
anything, without being.  Permanent feeling of joy or euphoria, sometimes for no real reason or just to stay positive. 

haragán gandul
HARAGAN or GANDUL slacker, indolent, lazy, lazy, listless, desidious, idle, lazy.  Person who likes not working and
sloping.

haragón
HARAGÓN In Aragon , Spain : term to specify the ingerence and participation of humor in the different artistic and
intellectual areas in the aragon region.  He gave a lecture in Zaragoza with the themes Haragón in the comic, Haragón
in the novel, Haragón in film and Haragón on television.

haravicus
haravicus, or poet, was a character of the Incan culture who sang poems in conjunction with the community, in various
instances of everyday activity.

hard
HARD English word meaning hard or difficult .  HARDWARE , computational irons; HARD DRIVE , hard disk . 

hard brexiter
HARD BREXITER anglicism coming from HARD, difficult, hard, complicated and BREXITER, person who supports
BREXIT, (contraction of British exit) withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Community.  There are those
who want to prevent EC workers from coming to work in the United Kingdom at all costs, and others more recalcitrant
want the country to withdraw from the European Court of Justice and Europol.  This is in contrast to supporters of soft
brexit, or soft, less drastic exit. 

hard brexiter
HARD BREXITER anglicism coming from HARD, difficult, hard, complicated and BREXITER, person who supports
BREXIT, (contraction of British exit) withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Community.  There are those
who want to prevent EC workers from coming to work in the United Kingdom at all costs, and others more recalcitrant
want the country to withdraw from the European Court of Justice and Europol.  This is in contrast to supporters of soft
brexit, or soft, less drastic exit. 

hard drive



HARD DRIVE hard drive of a computer.  Colloquially allegory to refer to the human brain

hardcore
HARDCORE anglilicism, adjective, intense way to perform an activity.  In music : subgenres in which the music is more
untensa, violent and direct : hardcore punk, hardcore techno, post hardcore, hardcore hip-hop.  In cinema : pure and
hard intense pornography.  In sport : professional wrestling combat. 

harijan
HARIJAN of hindustani : devanagari , nastaleeq .   Term created by the Gujararí poet Nagarazimba Metha and
popularized by Mohandas Gandhi to refer to the Dalit, traditionally considered untouchables. 

harijanes
HARIJANES plural of HARIJAN , caste of the untouchables .  Dalit. 

hashtag
HASHTAG , anglilicism by WEB LABEL; it is consisting of a character called numeral ( ) followed by a series of letters
representing a theme, so that all related writings can easily be obtained and retrieved, as well as everyone can
contribute new contributions and comments to the subject.  It was invented by Chris Messina in April 2018

hashtags
HASHTAGS plural of HASHTAG

hasta la tusa
UNTIL THE TUSA see BE UP TO THE TUSA

hasta los gatos tienen romadizo
EVEN CATS HAVE ROMADIZO expression that points out that common things happen to everyone, from captain to
page. 

hasta los gatos tienen romadizo tos
EVEN CATS HAVE ROMADIZO TOS SEE UP TO CATS HAVE ROMADIZO

hasta los gatos tienen tos
EVEN CATS HAVE TOS SEE UP CATS HAVE ROMADIZO

hat-trick
HAT TRICK 1 .  achieving 3 goals in the same football match by the same player.  2 .  Joker's trick

hatchback
HATCHBACK anglicism derived from HATCH and BACK, back, back; 3 or 5 door car model, one of which is the rear, for
loading and unloading, which features ample glass and a small cantilever. 

hater



HATER anglilicism derived from HATE, hate.  A person who generically hates, for example, a race, a gender, a religious
or political group. 

haush
HAUSH indigena tribe that inhabited the southeastern part of Tierra del Fuego, in the Argentine part of Isla Grande.  2 . 
Your language. 

haush
HAUSH indigena tribe that inhabited the southeastern part of Tierra del Fuego, in the Argentine part of Isla Grande.  2 . 
Your language. 

have you got green eyes
HAVE YOU GOT GREEN EYES? English by (You) do you have green eyes? Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be are your eyes green?

hawaianas
HAWAIANAS flip flops, plastic sandals typically used in beaches and swimming pools.  2 .  Women born or living in
Hawaii.  3 Concerning the island of Hawaii.

hay quien dé, pero no quien ruegue
THERE IS WHO GIVES , BUT NO WHO SAY Refrancy is used when some gift is offered, and this is rejected.  You are
willing to give away, but not to beg you to accept it.

haya o halla
Beech or find.  Hague is the verbal form of the verb haber , first , second and third singular person of the present of the
subjunctive mode.   ( that ) already have, you have , he/she there .  Halla is the verbal form of the verb find the third
singular person of the present time of the indicative mode yo hallo, tu hallahalla , el halla .  It can be used reflexively :
the is, or hallaseaya is a noun that means woman who is in a house in charge of childcarethere is a place adverb
indicating a place away from the speakerhaya is a type of tree

haz de tela
FABRIC BUNDLE Set of fibers that run in parallel and that seem valuable to the eye.  In physiology it is a set of nerves
that run in parallel and closely: nerve bundle and muscle beam. 

hábiles
THE plural OF ER SKILL THAT is enabled , available .  2 .  Said of the days of the week : those that are not holidays,
working days .  3 .  Who has ease or talent.

hd
HD acronyms generally derived from English terms, namely , 1 .  High definition, or high definition, image improved with
respect to the standard, reaching 1920x1080 pixels.  It also applies to high resolution in sound.  2 .  Hard Drive or Hard
Drive 3.  High density, or high density 4.  Home Depot, American chain of construction items and items for home and
office.

hdp



HDP acronym corresponding to the expression "son of a bitch" used in social networks so that bots do not detect the
insult and block the message and the author

he de morir
I die I die, I die

head coach
HEAD COACH coach is a coach in English.  Every time you prepend Head, head to a position or profession you are
said to be the boss of your peers.  So here it's about the head coach. 

head hunting
HEAD HUNTING English locution that has been universalized, literally head hunting; in practice is intelligence search. 
Companies hire a head hunting company to find the best professionals in the market. 

headliner
HEADLINER anglilicism by headliner or headline creator ( headlines ) 2 .  Software to make videos with ease to promote
a podcast, show or blog.  It allows you to upload it to any digital platform like pinterest, facebook, instagram, linkedin,
twitter, youtube or live video. 

heater
heater

hebráicos
HEBARIC plural of HEBARIC, relative to or pertaining to the Hebrews, their culture or their religion

hecer leso
DO LESO in Chile : deceive, scam

heces
HECES spanish for shit

heces fecales estiércol
FECAL HECES Waste and bacteria expelled from the body as a product of digestion

hecha pija
DONE PIJA f .  FACT PIJA Totally destroyed, exhausted.   In Chile : Made peak, destroyed, exhausted.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be made peak, pa 39 , the cagá

hechizero
SPELLER SPELLING ERROR BY SORCERER , WHO BEWITCHES , WHO ENGAGES IN SORCERY . 

hecho mierda
DONE SHIT explicitly or figuratively, shattered, collapsed, shattered. 



hecho puré
FACT PURO form figured out by destroyed, demolished, shattered

hecrofago
HECROPHAGUS error by NECROPHAGUS, meat eater of dead people. 

hecrse la boca agua
MAKE WATER THE BOCA (and do not pour your mouth water ) Get excited with some delicacy (physical or food) : My
mouth is watered when I see that delicious creme brulée caramelized and warm, ready to gobble it up.

hector
HECTOR spelling error by HECTOR, male proper name of Greek origin, echein , have , possess and which originally
meant possessor. 

hedonica
HEDONIC (and non-hedonica) f .  and plural of HEDONIC , RELATIVE TO HEDONISM Moorish doctrine that stipulates
that pleasure is the ultimate goal to be pursued by human beings

hedrado, da
HEDRADO , DA in Spain : verHEDRAR , disused term used in Rioja, to make the second cava of a vineyard, arrimando
the land that was not binada in the first cava ( arada ) 

hedrar
HEDRAR in La Rioja, Spain: obsolete to make the second cava of a vineyard, arriving at the strain of the earth that
departed from it in the first cava. 

hegúmeno
HEGMENO ancient title of leader of a monastery, of highestai, guide in ancient Greek.  In the past, the layman or
clergyman named leader of a monastery were given different names. 

helaje
HELAJE in Colombia Intense cold

heliosfera
HELIOSFERA spelling error by HELI-SFERA

heliósfera
HELIASPHERE space where there is influence of the solar magnetic field and its ion radiation

helipunto de aterrizaje
HELIPUNT OF LANDING circle drawn on a concrete or metal surface of about 20 meters in diameter designed and
adapted for helicopters to be possessed. 



hembrea
HEMBREA second person of the imperative of the verb hembrear; singular third-person indicative person of the verb
hembrear .  1 .  Mainly tell of the male animal : it is earned by possessing a female.  2 .  That begets more females than
males or that only begets females. 

hemerocritica
HEMEROCRITIC error by HEMEROCRITICAL

hemerocrítica
HEMEROCRÍTICA of 'hemero', newspaper, newspaper, weekly, magazine;  analysis of journalistic texts based on the
content, considering the denotative and connotative aspects, the subjectivity and objectivity with which the different
articles are handled. 

hemerocrítica
HEMEROCRÍTICA of 'hemero', newspaper, newspaper, weekly, magazine;  analysis of journalistic texts based on the
content, considering the denotative and connotative aspects, the subjectivity and objectivity with which the different
articles are handled. 

hemeroteica
HEMEROTEICA spelling error by HEMEROTECA , library where mainly newspapers and newspapers are available.

hemeroteico
HEMEROTEICO relating to HEMEROTECA, library of newspapers, newspapers and magazines. 

hemipene
HEMIPENE of hemi , Greek prefix meaning medium , half .   Sarcastic term to represent a ridiculously small penis.

hemogonia
HEMOGONIA spelling error by HEGEMONIA Suoremacía that one town or Statenejerce on another

hemos pasado las duras y las maduras
WE HAVE PAST THE HARD AND THE MADURAS We have been through bad times and good times

heptacampeón heptacampeona
HEPTACAMPEON , A of the Greek seventh hepta, player or team that comes out champion for the seventh time. 

her stepson
HER STEPSON your stepbrother step is the prefix for larynsques that are not bloody as well, stepmother, stepmother,
stepsister, stepther, stepdaufther, stepdaughter.

herderiana
HERDERIANA concerning or belonging to Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744-1803), German philosopher, theologian
and literary critic, whose work contributed to the appearance of German romanticism. 



herderiano
HERDERIANO concerning or belonging to Johann Gottfried von Herder , ( 1744-1803), German theologian, philosopher
and critic who contributed to the separation of romanticism in Germany. 

herejes
HEREJES, plural of HEREJE, a person who believes or preaches religious ideas contrary to the dogmas of a religion,
especially Christian one.  2 .  A person who goes against the principles or laws established and accepted communally
by a social, scientific, artistic or other group. 

herencia compensatoria
COMPENSATORY INHERITANCE .  Ambiguous expression, since it is the extinction of a compensatory pension for
purposes of receiving an inheritance that equals or exceeds it in actual profits.  A judicial opinion determines whether or
not it happens and rules judgment that terminates the pension if compensation is effective.  The compensatory pension
has as a reason the redress of the economic imbalance that can result in separation or divorce in one of the spouses.

herida narcisista
NARCISSISTIC WOUND metaphor to mention an impact on a person's ego or self-esteem.  Damage to self-love
(someone' ) 

heridos
INJURED , plural of INJURED Said of an oanimal staff : You haveuffred one or more cuts or injuries to your body as a
result of an accident. 2 .  Small trench that is made on the ground or in a material.

hermanarse
SISTER TO good, put on the good 2 pair (socks, socks, gloves, eg) 

hermosa joya
BEAUTIFUL JEWEL figuratively BELDAD , beauty , very cute person , either physically or spiritually

hermosos
BEAUTIFUL pluralS OF HERMOSO See BEAUTIFUL

heroin chic
HEROIN CHIC anglilicism by ELEGANTE HERO, look or aesthetic imperative popularized in the early 1990s and
characterized by pale skin, dark circles under the eyes, very thin body, dark red lipstick, fibrous hair and an angular
bone structure. 

herraduro
HERRADURO brand cross-country sneakers

herramienta canvas
CANVAS TOOL curious connection of these terms .  CANVAS is a thick and resistant fabric angliicism, properly used for
boat sails and oil paintings.  Prepending the word tool could differentiate a canvas or oil painting already, executed from
the virgin material to make a new work. 



herramienta digital
DIGITAL TOOL any program, operating system, application, computer system, firewall, antivirus, hosting, networks of all
kinds, hardware and other similar ones that help you achieve computer goals are digital tools. 

herramienta tecnológica
TECHNOLOGICAL TOOL any device, hardware or software that contributes to performing a task using itself or a
computer on which it is installed. 

herramientas estandar en informatica
Standard computer tools are the set of facilities keep computer systems to develop applications or for use as end user
computing services.

herratica
HERRATICA ERRATIC spelling error, A that moves or acts uncoordinatedly, without fixed course.

herrumbrarse
HERRUMBRARSE Reflective form of the verb HERRUMBRAR , produce rust or iron oxide.  In reflected form is
therefore, oxidizing (an object) or, euphemistically, a person.

hesitacionista
HESITIONIST who usually HESITAR, doubt an instantante, trepidar

hestes
HESTES parties.  The hestes deth huec is an Aranesan tradition declared an Intangible Culture of Humanity Heritage by
Unesco.   The Aran Valley is in the Pyrenees in the province of Lleida, Spain

heteratrafos
HETERATROFOS spelling error by HETEROTROPHOS plural heTERO HETEROTROTROP, different and TROFOS,
nutrition, food beings who are not able to produce their own food and depend on forms of carbon synthesized by
autotrophic organisms

hetereotermos
HETEREOTHERMS error by HETEROTHERM

heterocisnormatividad
HETEROCISNORMATIVIDAD quality of heterocisnormative, set of rules that apply among its class to heterosexuals. 

heterocisnormativo
HETEROCISNORMATIVO concerning CISHOMONORMATIVIDAD, neologism created in 2011 by Danish bisexual,
transgender and intersex activists who postulate that there are only two types of normal sexual orientations,
heterosexuality and homosexuality Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be heterocysnormativity

heterocromía
Greek heteros HETEROPH, different, diverse and chrome, color.  Eye iris disease, which has more than one color.  It



can be congenital or a product of injuries such as a nevus (cancerosk or benign) and can be temporary or last a lifetime.

heterogenesis
HEteroGENESIS of the different hetero Greek, genesis creation.  It consists of the appearance of genetic characteristics
absent in the parents of an individual, giving rise to a new race.  .

heteroinjerto
HETEROINJERTO (skin) from other species, such as pork to be magnetified in a human

heteronorma
HETERONORMA standard valid for both men and women. 

heteronormativa
HETERONORMATIVE Regulations with character of different, different valid for both or all sexes, male, female, others
(asexual, bisexuated, for example).  It could be heteroracial or heteroreligious) 

heteronormativa
HETERONORMATIVE Regulations with character of different, different valid for both or all sexes, male, female, others
(asexual, bisexuated, for example).  It could be heteroracial or heteroreligious) 

heteronormatividad
HETERONORMATIVITY quality of heteronormative .  Hetero, of different sex and normative refers to what should be or
is the norm.  According to this concept, the only valid and acceptable sexual-affective relationship is heterosexual. 

heteronormativo
HETERONORMATIVE RELATED TO HETERONORMATIVITY

heteropaterna
HETEROPATERNO , A When a woman has sex with different males within the same mentrual cycle and, additionally, a
SUPERFECUNDATION occurs will have twins of different biological parents, or heteropaternal fertilization.  . 

heteropaterno
HETEROPATERNO adj of hetero , different sexually speaking and paternal , relative to the father or parents .  This
neologism thus means to the experience of a relationship with heterosexual parents, or in other words, a male father
and a female mother. 

heterotermo
HETEROTHERM THAT CAN MAINTAIN DIFFERENT THERMAL SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO THE NEED.  Penguins
and many birds maintain an ice-like temperature on their legs so as not to get melted. 

heterólogo
Heterosious Greek HETEROLOGIST, uneven, different and logos, relationship; 1 . Anatomy was said of any type of
tissue or in any gland or morbid, sick, pathological, harmful and delicate organ or organ, which may lose consistency or
original condition 2.  Composed of different elements or similar elements, but in different proportions, asymmetrically 3 . 



specialist in heterology, behavioral study among people of different sex. 

hetorocromía
HETOROMROMY Spelling error by HETEROCROMA

hexacampeón
HEXACAMPEON who is or has been champion six times.

hélices
PROPELLERS plural set of blades or blades mounted on an axle or tree, thrusters of an aircraft, boat or other vehicle,
or air for ventilation purposes

héroes sin capa
HEROES WITHOUT CAPA People who make superhuman efforts in real life.  Allegory to superheroes who, like
Superman, Batman, Robin and Maeavilla Woman, wear a distinctive cape.

hiacritico
HYACRICAL spelling error by DIACRTIC that gives a special value to a letter to avoid ambiguity.  The diapheresis and
accent are diacritic signs

hiatos
HIATOS, HIATO plural , It consists of two vowels in a row that belong to two different syllables.  2 .  Interruption, or
temporary separation.   ( ZVicente , Balcony , 60 )  The noises of the square remain, sudden, guillotined in chilling hiatus
of silence

hidraulicop
HYDRAULIC ( and not HIDRAULICOP ) 1 .  Tell yourself about water that is dammed or transported by pipes or
channels.  Hydraulic reserves have decreased by 120 million cubic meters.  2 .  Area Professional : Specialists with
hydraulic knowledge are hydraulic engineers.  3 .  It is produced or operated by water or other liquid energy : Hydraulic
energy 4 . Cal or cement that hardens with contact with water : Hydraulic cal 5 .  Part of the mechanics that study liquids

hidrodegradable
HYDRODEGRADABLE that can be degraded in or with water. 

hidrofóbia
HYDROFOBIA (and non-hydrophobic) Disease suffered by dogs and other animals and that infect humans ( zoonosis )
through the bite.  Hydrophobia means horror to water, because hydrophobic dogs burst the light, walk through the
shade, and water.  Some toxic bosses and stressed wives also suffer from hydrophobia, which make one's life
impossible with their scolding.

hidroginera
HIDROGINERA service station that issues hydrogen as fuel. 

hidrolaquear



HYDROLAQUEAR cover (the floor) with an aqueous lacquer

hidrolipídica
HYDROLIPID that has water or moisturizing attributes, simultaneously with lipid or fatty characteristics. 

hidromuria
HIDROMURIA Gíglyco, a language invented by Julio Cortázar in his work Rayuela.  He may have meant lethargy or
confusion, as he says "they fell into hydromurias"

hidroperoxilo
HYDROPEROXIDE ( and non-hydroperxyl ) See hydroperoxide

hidroperóxido
HYDROPEROXIDE These are chemical compounds that have a functional group O-O-H, which has a group R linked.  If
that group contains C then we have an organic hydroperoxide.  If not, it is an inorganic compound.  Organic peroxides is
easy to initiate explosive polymerization in those products that have unsaturated bonds, thanks to the weakness of the
O-O link that breaks easily.  Hydroperxides are important in biology because many are biosynthesized from fatty acids,
steroids and terpenes using enzymes.

hidroquímico
HYDROCHEMICAL, a branch of hydrogeology that studies the chemistry of groundwater, but which can also analyze
surfaces.  2 concerning the chemical study of groundwater. 

hidroquímico, ca
HYDROCHEMICAL , CA see HYDROCHEMICAL

hidroxicloroquina
HYDROXICLOROQUINA Medication that has had an outstanding presence during the coronavirus pandemic, as all
remedies with active ingredients used for malaria and other tropical diseases.  In particular, hydroxychloroquine is used
for acute cases of malaria and against tables of systemic and discoid lupus erythematosus and against rheumatoid
arthritis in patients who do not respond to other treatments.  It can have serious side effects and is a risky product to
use, especially if you have had liver problems, psoriasis, porphyria, blood disorders, G6-PD deficiency, dermatitis or if
you are alcoholic.

hierba de pollo
POLLO HIERBA plant of South American origin of thick roots digestive, antidiarrenic and diuretic.  Good for giving to
babies with stomach problems. 

hierba del pollo
HIERBA DEL POLLO herb whose , aerial part is used as an infusion for stomach ills, diuretic, liver inflammatory
problems, problems of diarrhea and childhood teething. 

hierbabuenilla
HIRRBABUENILLA mint, yerbabuena .  See HIERBABUENA



hierbecillas
DIminutive HIERBECILLAS de HIERBA , refers to those used to season a dish and which are normally chopped

highlander
HIGHLANDER 1 .  Toyota SUV Truck.  2 .  Very low-level movie series.  In fact Highlander II was listed as one of the
worst of all time.  3 .  Serial of the same tenor as the movies.

higienizada
HIGIENIZED women's HYGIENIZED, sanitized, disinfected

higos
HIGOS , plural of HIGO , fruit of fig tree.  Fig is an inflorescence and is a flower that reproduces by a mutualism with a
certain type of wasp, which ovulates in male figs

higrotérmico
HYGRO-RMICO relative to the body's thermoregulatory organisms during sedentary activity.  When at rest they are not
activated we talk about hygrothermal comfort or hygrothermal comfort. 

higuera africana
AFRICAN HIGUERA ( Again?)  ficus sycomorus fig-like tree, and with which it is genetically closely linked.  It comes
from the Middle East and North Africa. 

higuera egipcia
HIGUERA EGIPCIA ficus sycomorus name given to SICOMORO, tree of importance in Ancient Egypt, country that has
been called the Country of Sycamores, or Sycamores. 

hija llovida del cielo
DAUGHTER LLOVID DEL CIELO daughter who appeared unexpectedly, unintentionally, but who is well received.

hije
HIJE term that does not belong to any language and that feminism tries to impose on Spanish speakers to leave son
alone as male and non-generic, daughter as feminine and fig meaning son or daughter

hijo de papi y mami
SON OF DADDY AND MAMI.  Young who vain, left over, overbearing and generally ill-mannered and disrespectful,
wealthy family who believes he deserves them all.  In Chile it is called his dad's little boy.

hijo de perra
SON OF BITCH Vulgarism, Exclamation which means graceful, unhappy, son of a bitch, cursed.

hijuemichica
HIJUEMICHICA curse or exclamation of indignation, derogatory contraction of son of mierchica



hijuemiechica
HIJUEMIECHICA exclamation of displeasure found of a person , synonymous contraction of SON OF SHIT

hijuemierda
HIJUEMIERDA vulgarism, contraction of SON OF SHIT.  Similar to SON OF A BITCH or HIJUEPUTA

hijx
HIJX feminist way of writing son when it is not determined which sex is the aforementioned, leaving son only for the
male and daughter for the female. 

hikuri
HIKURI Peyote, from the Nahuatl peyotl.  Cacti with hallucinogenic properties.  The Mexican Huichols (Wixaricas) use it
as a ritual resource, for communication between the earthly and divine worlds. 

hilarantes
HILARIOUS plural of HILARIOUS , funny , which produces hilarity , laughter

hilio pulmonar
HILIO PULMONAR from the Latin strand of the bees, point of entry or exit of the vessels that irrigate the lung

hilo intelectual
INTELLECTUAL THREAD sequence of thoughts that are derived from a conversation or analysis on a topic discussed
by several people. 

himbo
HIMBO neologism, anglilicism derived from HIS and BIMBO A man who is attractive, sometimes somewhat bleak, but
always super-sweet and affectionate with women. 

hincarle el diente
HINCARLE THE TOOTH put your hand in, get to work on something locution originated in hunting dogs that sink the
tooth into the prey and do not release it anymore until it is received by the hunter. 

hincha número 1
Fanatic swell that shouts and defends the colors of a sports club, an artist or an athlete, a group of athletes, whether
from a team or a country, or from a specific organization.

hip hop
HIP HOP subculture originated in the Bronx and Harlen neighborhoods in 1978, by Argentinians and Puerto Ricans, as
a form of protest for social inequalities and opportunities.  It was a mix of 4 elements 1. rap sing reciting or reciting
singing 2 .  Turntablism or DJing turntables, musical expression 3 .  Breaking , physical expression and 4 .  Grafitti,
visual explosion.    He has been suffering contributions and variants from the other subcultures, such as funk, disco,
electronic music, dub, dancehall, reggae, toasting, scat, spoken blues, jazz and several more. 

hiperbarato



EXTREMELY economical HYPERBARATO

hiperbatón
HYPERBATON The correct word is HIPRBATON .  See HIPRBATON

hiperbomba
HIPERBOMBA super pump, pump of greater power than usual.  It can be an explosive element such as a hydraulic
device. 

hiperbotellón
HYPERBOTELLÓN very large bottle the bottle of water or wine goes from 2 liters to 20 liters Any bottle on this capacity
would be a superbotellón or hyperbotellón, but in the case of containing wine could be called bottles of 5 liters or more,
since it is not usual that commercialization. 

hipercapitalismo
HYPERCAPITALISM doctrine of capitalism brought to its most extreme version, where money has higher priority than
people. 

hipercaptación
HYPERCAPTATION collection higher than expected, excess accumulation

hipercomunicacion
HYPERCOMMUNICATION Exposure to levels (hyperlevels) of information that many cannot digest. 

hipercomunicación
HYPERCOMMUNICATION supercharged communication that seeks much more to inform, generate in the receptor
anxiety, impulsive desire to follow the proposal of the message. 

hiperconcentración
HYPERCONCENTRATION of hyper, huge, giant; very large grouping (of something or people) 

hiperconectado
HYPERCONNECTED 1 .  they are all (technological equipment) connected 2.  They are all human beings on the planet
connected to each other 3.  They are all technological equipment accessible through telecommunication networks. 

hiperconectados
HYPERLINKED Argentine television program on DIGITAL CULTURE involving BLOGGERS and TWITTEROS

hiperconectar
HYPERCOBECTAR have an intense co-acceptance by social networks with a large acquisition of information, at the
level of INFOXICATION

hiperconectividad



HYPER CONNECTIVITY redundant connectivity required in G5 technology so that if a channel is saturated or blocked
there are other instant alternatives to send or receive the data. 

hiperdemocracia
HYPERDEMOCRACY democratic government taken to the extreme

hiperdeportivo
SUPERCAR HYPERCAR, which has a very sporty appearance or connotation 2 that performs a lot of sport. 

hipererotización
HYPEREROTIZATION eroticism led to an exacerbated degree.  Extreme sexual appearance in a libidinous or lustful
way

hiperespecialización
HYPERESPECIALIZATION more sophisticated level of specialization; specialization in extreme grade. 

hiperideologizar
HYPERIDEOLOGIZE bring politics to irrational levels according to the objectives according to The Machiavellian theory,
in which "the end justifies the means". 

hiperliderazgo
HIPERLIDERAZGO high-level leadership, high-intensity and quality people's management

hipermadre
HYPERMADRE tiger mother, helicopter father, terms to designate people overprotective of their children. 

hipermaternidad
HYPERMATERNITY exorbitant attention on children.  Mothers who prevent children from getting frustrated and face and
overcome their fears. 

hipermoderna
HYPERMODERN feminine of HYPERMODERN that surpasses the modern, supermodern

hipermoderno
HyperMODERNO futuristic, advanced

hipermoldeabilidad
HYPERMOLDEABILITY Extraordinary ability to be able to change shape, be molded. 

hiperorganizar
HYPERORGANIZE organize on a large scale, a hyperevent or many simultaneous events



hiperotermia
HYPEROTHERMIA of hyperthermia clinical picture of excess body temperature

hiperpalatables
HIPERPALATABLES, plural of HIPERPALATABLE OF hyper super, very, extremely and palatable, of gustatable. 
Highly tasting, very sensitive to the palate.  Delicious.

hiperpaternidad
HYPERPATERNITY concept that designates a father who is having an exorbitant attention on his children, Analogously,
it speaks of HYPERMATTER IN THE CASE OF MOTHERS .  HELICOPTER DAD

hiperpersonalización
HYPERPERSONALIZATION action of over-personalizing (something).  Do something extremely personal. 

hiperpigmentación
HYPERPIGMMENTation excess pigmentation of the skin or hair that has character of injury or disease .  Contrary to
albinism which is deficiency or lack of pigmentation, hyperpigmentation produces spots and dark areas that could be
very extensive.

hiperplasticidad
HYPERPLASTICITY as opposed to hyperelasticity, where the original form is recovered, high level of preservation of a
new form, after being compressed 2.  Said of certain synthetic materials : They can be easily molded.  3 Saying of a text
: that by its precision, elegance or expressive force gives much enhance to the ideas or images it describes.  4 .  in El
Salvador : extreme frivolity 5 .  in Puerto Rico: derogatory, jargon: from the highest class

hiperprocesado
HYPERPROCED Food product that has undergone a great industrial process, incorporating materials that delay
decomposition, improve taste and color, and that make it addictive.

hipersexualización
HYPERSEXUAL ACTION action and effect of bringing sexuality to the extreme. 

hipersexualizar
HYPERSEXUALIZE SEXUALIZE at an extreme level. 

hipersintético
HYPERSYNTHETIC that is extremely artificial, containing nothing natural, but derived from oil

hipersubvencionar
HIPERSUBVENTION Support economically and in an exaggerated way.

hipertecnológica
HIPERTECNOLOGICAL female hyperTECHNOLOGICAL, extremely technological or technologicalized. 



hipertecnológico
High-tech hyperTECHNOLOGICAL, which is highly technologicalized

hipertimido
HYPERTYMID (and not HYPERTIMIZED) person or animal that is very fearful or fearful

hipertímida
HYPERTYPY female hypertymido, person or animal that is inhibited or cohibe much in the presence of others. 

hipertímido
HYPERTYMID person very fearful and insecure of himself

hipervigilancia
HYPERVIGILANCE Over-control

hipérbaton
HIPERBATON LITERARY FIGURE corresponding to group 1 of DICTION FIGUREs and subgroup 4 POSITION
FIGURES, consisting of 4 literary figures : 1 . 4 . 1 HYPOBATON 1 . 4 . 2 ANSTROFE or E]iNVERSION .  1 . 4 . 3
TEMESIS OR LEXICAL ENCALBAGATION and 1 . 4 . 4 SYNQUISIS , SYNCHYSIS or MIXTURA VERBORUM or
CACOSINTETON .  It consists in transposing terms to give more emphasis and elegance to the phrase : From my body,
my heart : from my soul, my reason; You are my life, my passion (John Plaut ) Normally you would say : I give you my
heart of my body, my reason of my soul and the passion of my life.

hipofosfitos
HYPOFOSFITOS plural of HIPOFOSFITO inorganic compound derived from hypophosphosphase acid .   When the
radical is organic we talk about organphosphoriate

hippie chic
HIPPIE CHIC of American English hip, which is up to date and French chic, elegant.  Hippie chic style are super
attractive looks but they seem effortlessly accomplished.  Colors, loose-fitting garments and the right accessories are
used.  the rules to wear a hippie chic style are: use of maxivestidos, kimonos and maxifaldas.  Suede bags with long
handle or fringed.  Combine prints and textures, suede and lace.  Gladiator sandals in summer and booties in winter, fun
footwear.  From statement necklaces to bracelets.  CAPELINAS, hair accessories and sunglasses. 

hispanistan
HISPANISTON name with which Spain was first designated by the Spanish themselves, when the coronavirus
pandemic was unleashed in 2020, satirizing the mandatory use of the chin or mask, similar to the Muslim obligation to
cover up the face of women.

hispano-chilena
HISPANOCHILENA error by HISPANOCHILENO

hispano-chileno
HISPANO-CHILENO 1 .  Son of Spanish and Chilean, or vice versa.  2 .  Person who was born in Spain and resides in
Chile, or vice versa.  3 Entity, company or institution that has links with Chile and Spain



hispano-portugués
HISPANO-PORTUGUESE 1 . Son of Spanish and Portuguese, or vice versa 2.  Person born in Spain and based in
Portugal, or vice versa.  3 .  Company, institution or alliance of Spanish and Portuguese interests. 

hispanoargentina
HISPANOARGENTINA 1 .  Who was born in Spain and lives in Argentina, or vice versa 2.  He is of Spanish father and
Argentine mother, or vice versa.  3 .  That there is a Spanish and Argentine relationship (commercial, educational or
cultural) 

hispanoargentina
HISPANOARGENTINA 1 .  Who was born in Spain and lives in Argentina, or vice versa 2.  He is of Spanish father and
Argentine mother, or vice versa.  3 .  That there is a Spanish and Argentine relationship (commercial, educational or
cultural) 

hispanoargentino
HISPANOARGENTINO 1 .  Person of Spanish father and Argentine mother or vice versa 2 .  Person born in Esñaña
and based in Argentina, or vice versa 3 .  Cultural or commercial institution shared by Argentine and Spanish interests. 

hispanobrasileña
HISPANOBRASILEÑO , 1 .  Person who is a child, to parents of Spanish or Latino and Brazilian, or vice versa.  2 . 
Person born in Spain and Brazilian ancestors.  3 .  Person who was born in Brazil, to Spanish parents, or , by extension
, Latino .  4 .  Corporation or entity with commercial, intellectual, artistic or educational interests of both nationalities.

hispanochileno
HISPANOCHILENO 1 .  Born to a Spanish father and a Chilean mother, or vice versa 2 .  Resents in Spain and was
born in Chile, or vice versa.  3 .  It has commercial, technological, cultural, diplomatic or economic relations between
Spain and Chile. 

hispanoestadounidense
HISPANOESTADOUNIDENSE 1 person of Hispanic father and American nadre, or vice versa 2 .  Person born in some
Spanish-speaking country living in Esrados Unidos, or vice versa 3 institution that has ties to the United States and
Hispanic countries. 

hispanomexicana
HISPANOMEXICANO , A 1 .  Person of Spanish father and Mexican mother, or vice versa.  2 .  Person born in Spain
and based in Mexico, or vice versa.  3 .  Institution or company that manages economic, political and commercial
interests of Spain and Mexico. 

hispanomexicano
HISPANOMEXICANO 1 .  Who holds Spanish and Mexican nationality 2.  He was born in Spain and lives in Mexico, or
vice versa.  3 .  Which is from a Spanish father and a Mexican mother, or vice versa 4.  It has interrelationship with
Spain and Mexico : Instituto Hispanomexicano de Cultura . 

hispanoperuana
HISPANOPERUANA f .  of HISPANOPERUANO



hispanoperuano
HISPANOPERUANO 1 .  who has a Spanish father and a Peruvian mother, or vice versa.  2 .  Who was born in Spain
and became a Peruvian national, or vice versa.  3 .  Who has commercial or cultural ties with or between Spain and
Peru

hispanosuiza
HISPANOSUIZA female HISPANOSUIZO

hispanovenezolana
HISPANOVENEZOLANO , A Venezuelan residing in Spain, or vice versa 2 .  Spanish son of Venezuelans, or vice versa
3 son of Spanish and Venezuelan, or vice versa. 

hispanovenezolano
HISPANOVENEZOLANO 1 .  Son of Spanish and Venezuelan, or vice versa 2.  Person who was born in Venezuela and
is based in Spain, or vice versa 3.  Company, body or institution that has interests or participates in activities related to
Spain and Venezuela.  4 .  Person who holds Spanish and Venezuelan nationality. 

histopatológico
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL histo, tissue and pathological, related to the disease; relating to a disease of an organic tissue
of a living being. 

historiadores
PLURAL HISTORIANS of HISTORIADOR person who is dedicated to historical studies .

historias reales
REAL STORIES, plural of REAL HISTORY As opposed to novels or fictional stories, a true story is a narrative that has
actually happened, although it may not be exactly as told.

historicas
HISTORICAL and non-historical f .  plural of HISTÓRICO See HISTORICAL

histricomorfo
HISTRICOMORFO derived from the Greek "??????"  ( hystrix ) porcupine; in turn , formed from "?"?"  ( hys ) pork and
'????'  ( thrix ) or '??????'  ( thrichos ) meaning hair or hair and of morphs , shape; it is shaped like a porcupine. 

hit up
HIT ( someone ) UP literally means to hit up; colloquially, contact

hitazo
HITAZO Increased Hit Anglilicism for Success

hitero
HITERO spelling error by ITERO first person of the INDICATIVE of the verb ITERAR repeatedly execute an algorithm or
mathematical calculation procedure, repeatedly execute a routine, subroutine, function or computational program or a



mathematical formula to approach the solution.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be successive
approximation, trial and error, looping

hizar bandera
HOIST FLAG.  and don't go.  Raise the flag to the top of the pole, by stringing suitable for the effect.

hize
HIZE Does not exist in Spanish.  It is an incorrect spelling of the indefinite preterite, first person, of the verb DO, verbal
form that is written HICE .

híbrido cultural
CULTURAL HYBRID which is a mixture of two or more cultures 2 .  Product that combines different cultures. 

hípster
HIPSTER person who dresses extravagantly, vintagely, parodying hippies, with fidgoer in the ugly, loose hair, flowery
shirts, skinny pants, polka dot prints and checkered.  Politically they are liberal, but contrary to any alignment, except for
some NGO dedicated to the care of the environment or something similar.  They are against social conventions and
oppose advertising-sponsored currents or fads, preferring vegan or organic meals, craft beers and home-made dishes. 

hízome
HÍZOME reflexive form of first and third person of the indefinite past tense of the verb to do , equivalent to ME DID ,
produced me

hla
HLA Version used in digital networks of the word Hello.  Derived from the habit of using 2 or 3 characters in the English
language to refer to common situations as, for example, GLP (good luck partner) or GM (Good morning)

hmmm
HMMM expression to show doubt or in state of analyzing a situation Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be i doubt it, interesting, curious

hn
(h) geographical top-level domain for the country of Honduras .

hobbit
HOBBIT anthropomorphic beings created by the British writer J. J. Tolkien and described in The Hobbit and The Lord of
the Rings in whose foreword describes them along with their lands, the Shire. 

hockey patín
ROLLER HOCKEY Sport similar to traditional hockey that is played on grass, but played on a concrete rink on roller
skates.  Another very similar and more colorful version is ice hockey, which is played on a frozen rink with skates that
have blades instead of wheels. 

hoja de laguna



LAGUNA LEAF in Mexico : thalia geniculata leaf of a plant that grows on the shores of lagoons or pops in Chiapas,
Tabasco, and Veracruz.  In the latter region it is used to wrap a cream cheese typical of the region so it is called cheese
leaf and in other regions tamales are wrapped. 

hojas de palma seca
DRY PALMA LEAVES Element that is manufactured from palm leaves, tropical plant with large leaves, or also in
artificial form to be used as ornate in homes and at weddings, especially in Spain.  Fan-shaped or clean striped leaves
can be obtained, or as green and dried artificial palm leaves.

holdout
HOLDOUT Anglilicism by RESIST 1 .  When a database is divided into two parts : one is the "train" set and the other is
the "test" set.  The training set is for use in what you are training and the test set is to measure it with unforeseen data. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be I worked 30 years in computing and never found the term holdout
to differentiate the development test data and the process data 

holgábase
Holgase.  Q. us .  Reflective verbal form of the indefinite, third singular person of the verb HOLGAR .   ( leftover )

holiwis
HOLIWIS a very colloquial way usasa in whatsup paea greet in kawaii

holocracia
HOLOCRACIA Government for all .  Holo is a pre-fijal element of Greek origin that enters into the formation of names
and adjectives with the meaning of everything, integer.  Then Holocracy is everyone's government.  Democracy is the
people's government.  Aristocracy is the government of the elite and theocracy is the government of the Church.

hombre ó señor de compañía
MAN OR LORD OF COMPANY Is a man who lends his body for money.  A fucking whore.  There doesn't necessarily
have to be sex, but it's the norm.

hombre!
man! in Spain : expression that denotes pleasant surprise or admiration. 

hombres de negro
MEN OF BLACK Persknajes that appeared in Momo, the wonderful book of Michel Ende.  These men in black bought
people's time.  Then other men in black appeared in the Matrix and it has been constituted in a symbol of men with
sinister missions in modern literature.

hombresito
HOMBRESITO misspelling by HOMBRECITO , diminutive of HOMBRE

hombronazo
MAN IN Chile person paleteada , friend . 



home banking
HOME BANKING style of operation of a bank account in which practically all the requirements are made from a phone
or computer, without going to the bank branch. 

home office
HOME OFFICE work (office) done in the house.  Mode of working partially or totally at home, without going to an office
on a fixed and continuous basis, but performing similar tasks. 

homebanking
HOMEBANKING english home, home or home and BANKING, perform banking.  It is therefore to execute bank
transactions from an electronic medium in a non-in-person manner form.

homeless
HOMELEES anglilicism meaning HOMELESS .  Street person

homie
HOMIE English homie, house, home, and this turn home home, home.  Tell yourself of the person who is from the same
village or vencindary or member of the same group or gang.  .

homo antecessor
HOMO ANTECESSOR is one of 4 species of homo that disappeared from the face of the earth, and of which only ours,
homo sapiens, has survived.  It is believed to be the oldest hominin in Europe, which lived 900 years ago. 000 years ago
and from which comes the homo heidelbergensis-homo neanderthalensis line

homo selfie
HOMO SELFIE book by Martin Smud that describes how we have become unscrupulous people meddling in our own
lives.  We must be redified in order to live.  We are snoopers entrimetidos in our own and in the alien.  The Homo selfie
is the nosy Homo; that tells a story without you wanting it or having the possibility of taking control over your image or
your identity. 

homoafectivo
HOMOAFECTIVE homo same That likes homosexuality, same-sex people.

homoerotismo
HOMOEROTISMO homosexual eroticism , between men

homoerótica
HOMOEROTIC female HOMOEROTIC, sexual emotions centered on a person of the same sex. 

homoerótico
HOMOEROTIC that causes sexual attraction to someone of the same sex

homoerótico receptivo
HOMOEROTIC RECEPTIVE homosexual person who has a preference for being penetrated vaginally, anally or orally. 



homogametico
HOMOGAMETICO Spelling Error by HOMOGAMETICS 1 .  Relative to homogamy 2 .   Simultaneous hermaphrodite,
which simultaneously mature male and female sex organs.  3 .  In a marriage, in which spouses share a statistical
variable, such as place of birth, university degree or other.  My marriage

homogenia
HOMOGENIA spelling error by homogeneous, feminine homoGENEous, even, uniform

homolestransfóbica
HOMOLESTRANSPHOBIC , A person who rejects or hates homosexuals, lesbians and transgender people

homolestransfóbico
HOMOLESTRANSPHOBIC who hates or fears homosexuals, lesbians and transgender people. 

homolítica
HOMOLYTIC female HOMOLYTIC

homolítico
HOMOLYTIC in chemistry : relative to HOMOLISIS, or rupture of a chemical link in which each atom of the binding
retains an electron, thus generating two radicals. 

homosexual activo
ACTIVE HOMOSEXUAL person who likes to penetrate another man, as opposed to THE HOMOSEXUAL PASSIVE
who prefers to be fornicated.

homosexual pasivo
HOMOSEXUAL PASIVO man who is left or likes to be penetrated, as opposed to the asset, who is the one who likes to
penetrate his partner. 

homosocialidad
HOMOSOCIALITY in sociology: prefer to relate socially to people of the same sex, as opposed to HETEROSOCIALITY
or preference to relate socially with people of different sex. 

hondunadas
HONDUNADAS Spelling Error by HONDONADA .  Deep space in a terrain.  Broken.

honestismo
HONESTY moral concept that promotes honesty as a fundamental value. 

honestos
HONEST PLURALS . honest, decent

hongo hongorado



HONGO HONGORADO is a fungus that can reach 20 cms.  high.  Hongorado is a contraction of fungus and gold or
purple.  The hat has between 5 and 14 cms.  reddish yellow, with sweet taste and hazelnut aroma. 

honradas
HONORED f .  and pl .  of honest honest

honras fúnebres
HONRAS FUNEBRES Religious service provided in the Church where the debits are accompanied by those close to
them and the deceased.  During funeral honors the life of the deceased is usually distinguished with the memory and
respect it deserves.  In addition, funeral honors include the accompaniment of the deceased to his last abode.  Funeral
honors and their meaning varies from country to country.  Whether the corpse is smoked or has no relevance, it is
irrelevant for the resurrection of the deceased.

hontananza
HONTANANZA Spelling error by LONTANANZA Being in the distance, back and forth.  Figuratively, in the distance of
time, it is a long time ago : In the lontananza.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be in the distance, in
the background

hooliganismo
HOOLIGANISMO ideologue of young English rebels who committed serious dismantling in stadiums, supported by the
high consumption of beer and drugs, until the government passed laws that took away all education and health
protections.  There are already signs of hooliganism in 1912 but it became intensive in the 1960s.

hora de aventura
ADVENTURE TIME in Spain, children's television program in which Finn, 12 years old, fights evil in the Land of Ooo. 
Usually evil is caused by the Ice King, who is looking for a wife.   It lasted 10 seasons between 2010 and 2018.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be adventure time

hora mágica
MAGIC TIME colloquial expression used in the world of photography to describe the time between sunset and dusk. 
During this period there are beautiful sunsets, sunsets and turnsoladis scenarios that allow to achieve wonderful color
photographs. 

horarios
Schedules.  A set of start or end times table for certain tasks or deadlines.

hormonar
HORMONE ADMINISTER HORMONES . 

horneada
HORNED f .  of HORNEADO past participle of the verb HORNEAR, cook in the oven.  2 .  Figuratively, ( coss , idea )
that has been warped, machined, prepared.

hornerillo
HornerILLO Furnarius rufus hornero common, passerine bird of the family of the furnáridos.  It has brown plumage. 



horripilantes
HORRIPILANTES plural of HORRRIPILANTE Horoso

hostias en vinagre
HOSTS IN VINAGRE AND best HOSTIAS IN VINAGRE! , Interjection denoting anger, denial, dissatisfaction, rejection

hostigal
HOSTIGAL place that provides the hosting service lease of a space on a server connected to the Internet and that
allows you to host a website and use email accounts.  Requires the customer to own a . 

hot
HOT anglilicism by HOT .  1 .  Sexually very attractive person 2.  Something that excites, exciting

hot clock
HOT CLOCK : anglicism by hot clock .  LA RADIOFÓRMULA is a musical format based on sales lists, with repetition of
the hits of the moment during the 24 hours.  This format imposes a hot-clock, that is, a time distribution to broadcast a
song with certain characteristics: for example, at o'clock hours a red disc sounds; that is, the number 1 on the list.  They
are classified by colors into green discs, repeatable every 4 hours, blue, every 6, black, once a day and white, a
selection of songs that are broadcast if there is time left.  Other hot clocks can be one-hour cake charts whose pattern is
repeated 24 times in the day, or the hours that the radio station is on the air. 

hot pot
HOT POT hot pot, in English.  It is a series of meals that in Asia are called steamboat food.  It consists of a diverse broth
to which a varied type of meats and vegetables are incorporated. 

hot sale
HOT SALE anglilicism which means HOT SALE marketing and sales event involving hundreds of stores and lasting from
3 to 10 days.  It's exclusively for online shopping rebates It's similar to a Cybermonday or Black Friday. 

hotel boutique
HOTEL BOUTIQUE small hotel, fine and elegant, of a very limited number of rooms. 

hottie
HOTTIE very attractive or attractive, sexy . 

houngan
HOUNGAN football team of the Singapore premier league.  It is the denomination for a male monk in the Haitian
voodoo.  A religious woman is called MAMBO

housing
HOUSING house , house Accommodation .  In Compute – Host new servers in an application in an external Data Center.  On a cell phone: iphone case

howdah
HOWDAH hindi howdah, and east Arabic howdaj, in India and South Asia : seat that goes on the back of the elephant or



camel and that allows two or more people to travel on the back of the animal. 

hoy el sol se escondió
TODAY THE SUN HID RHETORICAL FIGURE who uses this allegory to represent a negative fact , a major loss

hoy en día mucha gente piensa que
NOWADAYS MANY PEOPLE THINK THAT expression that denotes a change in the way of thinking an issue with
respect to a near or remote past. 

hoyito
HOYITO is the diminutive of the word HOYO which means small hole. Colloquially it  might be used for ANUS

hólding
H-LDING anglilicism by HOLDING, subjection, group of related companies, each with its own general manager, but
reporting to a Headquarter or leading company. 

hua hua
HUA HUAR (and not hua hua) beach in Chilean Patagonia characterized by its large number of dunes, about 3 kms. 
located in the commune of Los Muermos at 10 kms.  caleta Estanquilla, near Llico Bajo. 

hua huar
HUA HUAR tourist area in Chilean Patagonia in the commune of Los Muermos, 10 kms.  north of Caleta Esfanquilla,
near Llico Bajo.  It has a lonely beach of the same name of about 3 kms.  of length where dunes, native forests and
beautiful landscapes abound. 

huachon
HUACHON orthogramic error by HUACHON

huachón
HUACHON one of the 13 districts that make up huasco province, Huasco department, Peru.  Height : 3400 meters. 

huaicocheros
HUAICOCHEROS in Chile : a word of Quechua origin meaning men of the hill, thus appointing supporters of the football
club of Lo Barnechea and also the residents, area north of Santiago, where there are many hills.  They are so called in
memory of the ancient pre-Hispanic peoples. 

huamúchil
HUAMÚCHIL 1 .  in Mexico: Corpulent tree, thorny, of the legume family, of hard and heavy wood.  2 .  village in San
Dionisio del Mar, in Oaxaca, Mexico.  Not to be confused with the city of Guamúchil in the state of Sinaloa, Mexico. 

huanca
HUANCA César Alejandro Huanca Chilean footballer born in 2001, militant of C D.  First division Iquique



huari
HUARI 1. Ancient civilization who fluorished in  the Andes region, now peruvian, between the VII and XIII century 2. City
and municipality of the province of Sebastián Pagador, in Oruro, Bolivia.

huarique
HUARIQUE Place ee mala muerte, where it is risky to go to eat.

huasaí
HUASA EUterpe oleraceapalmera of northern South America appreciated for its nutritious fruits.  Food of Aboriginal
people since pre-Columbian times. 

huasamandrapa
HUASAMANDRAPA (also guasamandrapa ) In Peru : penis, cock, dick .  In Uruguay : Masturbate .

huascas
HUASCAS , HUASCA plural .  Word of Mapuche origin meaning strap, whip, rebenque .  Huasqueo is the action of
huasquear a animal.

huaynú
HAYNÚ in Chile : HUAYNO .  Collective dance of pre-Columbian Quechua-Aymara origin present throughout the
highland area.  The dancers move in a row, holding hands, performing figures in snail, circle or snake, and sing while
dancing. 

huazmol
HUAZMOL in Mexico: traditional dish of chivo or sheep meat from the Tehuacán region and mixteca poblana

hub
HUB a hub for sharing a data network or USB ports on a computer.  Hub is a concept in Network Theory that refers to a
node that has many more links than a mean. 

hube ido
HUBE IDO form composed of IR , from the preterite pluscusmperfecto , the first unique person of HABER IDO . 

huecos
PLURAL HOLLOWS OF HUECO 1 .  Cavity.  2 .  homosexual

huecura
HUECURA Quality of hollow, as in chuecura with respect to something chueco, crooked.

huella de carbono
CARBON FOOTPRINT set of greenhouse gas emissions produced, directly or indirectly, by individuals, organizations,
products, events or geographic regions.  It is a value that allows to verify the ecological or polluting behaviors of the
environment, and serves as a useful management tool. The usual way of calculating GHG emissions is done by
applying standardized emission factors.  The carbon footprint is measured in tons of CO2 equivalent (tCO2e), and is



determined by multiplying the number of activities by emission factors. 

huerfana
ORPHAN , A ( and not HUERFANA ) Said of a person : That he has lost his father and his mother, at an early age.  2 . 
Saying of a situation: Lack of support, being alone

huerta solar
HUERTA SOLAR open space in which small photovoltaic installations of different owners share infrastructures and
services.  ? The difference between solar park and solar garden is in the qtamaño (smaller) and in its industrial or
agrarian character.  The energy harvest can be for own use or derived (sold) to the interconnected grid. 

huesado
HUESADO with beards, in the old corsets were introduced removable beards that were removed to be able to wash
them.  Modern ones have spiral and flat steel bones, i.e. flat and spiral steel bones, which has been translated as
CORSET HUESADO

hueso y pellejo
HUESO Y PELLEJO Literally bone and skin.  To be very old, just bones and skin. From a tale written by the spanish
writer Ciro Alegría, where a lady had two dogs with those names and as a burgler hided under her bed she claimed I 'm
just hueso y pellejo. The dogs then came and ate the man. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be bones
and skin

huesudos
HUESUDOS plural of HUESUDO That has a lot of bone and little flesh, which is very skinny and you can see the bones.

huevofago
HUEVOFAGO unexistent word in spanish because HUEVO means egg and 'phagos' means eater, eating. So, it is
supposely said fron an egg eater. But the name for it is OVÓFAGO, with accent BTW.

huipala
HUIPALA WIPHALA 7-color flag consisting of small squares distributed diagonally of the same color, yellow, orange,
red, brown, blue, green, white used by Andean peoples of Bolivia, part of Peru, Colombia, northern Argentina and Chile,
south dd Ecuador and western Paraguay. 

humahuaca
HUMAHUACA Capital city of Humahuaca department, Jujuy province, in the north of Argentina.  It is 3012 m .  high. 
Known for the folk dance of its locals, the humahuaqueñito.

humauaqueña
HUMAUAQUEIA See HUMAHUAQUEO

humificar
HUMIFY the word accepted by the SAR is HUMIDIFY to make the environment wetter.  Incorporate water in gaseous,
sprayed or watery form into the environment. Note: HUMECTAR OR HUMEDECER ARE SYNONYMS OF HUMIDIFY .



humillate
HUMILLATE spelling error by HUMLALATE

humíllate
HUMLLATE according to the singular person of the imperative mode of the verb HUMILLARSE , lean in front of
someone with their head on their knee, in sign of submission and respect. 

humm!
Humm! Interjection that denotes much like, especially used when it comes to making an exquisite taste when singing or
tasting a food.

humminia
HUMMINIA error by HUMMINIMA: Song by Chris Bire, from the 2018 album Humminima Projekt. Genre :
Dance/Electronic

humorísticas
HUMOROUS f .  pl.  of HUMOROUS, humorous, that has humor or produces laughter

hungurahui
HUNGURAHUI See UNGURAHUI

hupsipule
HUPSIPULE Greek name of Queen Hypsypila, of Lemnos.  Mythology tells that Aphrodite is outraged because
priestesses neglect the shrines dedicated to their veneration.  It condemns all women on the island to suffer from
chronic halitosis and to be repugned by males.

hurgalios
HURGALIOS term part of the glyph used by Julio Cortázar in chapter 68 of Rayuela.  A lip-free translation

huti
HUTI insurgent tribe of the Yemén, of the Shiite branch.  They call themselves ansarolá or supporters of Allah. 

hutong
HUTONG alley, in Chinese; what in Chile we call conventillo, a passage where several families live with a common
bathroom in the background.  The kitchen is also communal.  The bedroom has the sofa next to the bed.  All rooms at
the hutong face a square courtyard, but in the convent it is only the long passage.  Beijing had 4500 Hutons until 2008,
built during the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties. 

hybrid
HYBRID term English which is synonymous with hybrid in Spanish, used in the automotive industry for those cars that
use part petroleum-derived fuel and part electric power to mobilize. 

hypercar
HYPERCAR FOR THE SECOND TIME I DEFINE THIS WORD.  A hypercar or hypercar is a vehicle that exceeds the



standards of the top of the line of the latest generation.  Power, acceleration and design. 

i can&#39;t even
I CAN'T EVEN I can't even .  Normally this adverbial locution is explained by an action, but here it is left tacit.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may not be able to

i&#39;m done with it
I'm done with it I got tired , I got bored ( of that ) Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be I cabrié , I tired ,
I tired , I was bored

i&#39;m down
I'M DOWN verbatim I'm down, but it's actually used to stick (to a group, a meal, a party, a outing).  Not to be confused . 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be count on me, I adhere, I sign up

i&#39;m outta here
I'M OUTTA HERE Contraction of I'm out of here , I'm leaving here

ibarrista
IBARRISTA 1 .  Supporter of Ibarra 2.  Concerning Ibarra

icetiana
ICETIANA word opened by the writer and journalist Ramón Ibero to refer to the perfidious Miguel Iceta, who assisted by
the ever ambiguous Joseph Borell and all the repole of false and false socialists of Catalonia propose to Pedro Sánchez
to take over the senior positions of the Public Administration with Catalans, who will then go to conceive and start the
conjure that must lead us to the total and unmisericode destruction of a Spain without Spaniards willing to defend it with
head and heart. 

ictericia
GREEK ictheros yellow ICTERICIA.  Pathology that occurs the premature, usually born before 35 weeks of gestation, as
the cause of the immaturity of the liver.  The color, which occurs on the skin, especially in the , stomach area and in the
white of the eyes, is due to the bilirubin that is generated as degradation of the red blood cells. My son Daniel is a lucky
one because he is eightmesino and began to turn yellow from the birth itself.  The drastic solution is the complete blood
transfusion.  He was admitted to the neonatology ward where infrared rays are applied to him that reduce bilirubinemia,
trying to avoid exchange.  They placed it with 5 more babies, all women, and naked just like the.  From the window I
could observe him and insinuate that he would seize the opportunity, because probably never again in his life he would
be with 5 in bed.  I didn't know how much case he made me.

ictericia nuclear
NUCLEAR ICTERICIA Nuclear jaundice is a little scientifically known pathology, which occurs in newborns and consists
of the accumulation of bilirubin in the blood when red blood cells are degraded, because of a deficiency of liver function. 
It originates from the fourth day and is very serious, because bilirubin accumulates in the brain producing brain damage. 
It has been determined that high doses of vitamin K, normally administered to reduce the chances of bleeding, produce
dangerous levels of bilirubin, and that 1 or 2 mg are sufficient to obtain good results and avoid this risk.  Jaundice is
visualized by the yellowish color of ka skin (produced by bilirubin) especially in the stomach area and in the white of the
eyes.  See jaundice



ictericua
ICHTHYERCUA TYPING ERROR .  .  .  . Jaundice

idea fundamental
FUNDAMENTAL IDEA central concept, the main concept on which everything is based

idealizante
IDEALIZING that idealizes, that creates an idea of perfection, of something better than the real, or what is really
possible. 

ideam
IDEAM Institute of Hydrology, Meteorology and Environmental Studies

ideas fuerza
IDEAS FORCE is the heart of a message. 

identitaria
IDENTITARIAN Women's IDENTITARIA

idénticos
IDENTICAL, plural of IDENTICAL Absolutely equal to each other

idiay
IDIAY Baskets! Exclamation that denotes, amazement or surprise. 

idiática
IDIÁTICA grammatical error by IDEÁTICO , carried by his ideas , obsessive , manic

idioma giglico
GLYC LANGUAGE It is a language invented by the writer Julio Cortázar, imitating Lewis Carroll, in which he describes a
sexual act between a couple but with invented words, similar in something to the Spanish language, with the same
grammar and syntax.  If you read very carefully you can discover its meaning.  Mariano Brull, a Cuban poet, hatched the
term jitanjáphoas to name these words.  The idea comes from old children's games, in which they invented the word
"rapuncear" and then went to the adults and asked them questions like "Where can I snuff?" The adult would usually say
to him "in the back on the right" and cause them infinite grace and entertaining.

idioma tailandés
Language spoken in Thailand ( former Siam ) so it is also called Siamese.

idiosincravica
IDIOSINCRAVICA Spelling error by IDIOSINCRACIA , way of being, attributes typical of a people, which distinguishes it
from others.



idiotización
IDIOTIZATION Conversion into a non-thinking entity Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be lack of
reading and interest in culture and study are factors that contribute to the idiotization of the masses 

idolatrada
IDOLATTED, A That is worshipped as an idol.  Venerated and respected It can be in the religious sense, to a divinity or
a god, as well as the worship that is bestowed on a sporting or musical idol.

idóneos
Ideal Plural IDEALS

igabunun
IGABUNUM may be the first time I feel possibly defeated.  I have researched and the closest I find is IGOBUUM which
is a search and booking site for accommodation in hotels around the world.  The site guarantees that you will not be
able to find a reservation in the same hotel and the same room at a price up to 35% lower than the list.  If it happens
they compensate you with 110% of the value. 

iglesia abandonada
ABANDONED CHURCH See CHURCH and ABANDON .  The expression has no special meaning and does not
deserve to appear as such in the dictionary. 

ignoran
Ignore. Verbal form of the verb IGNORE 1 .  Said of a person : Unknown , have no knowledge of anything.  He failed the
exam because he ignored most of the questions.  Neighbors ignore the danger of wandering around in this contagious
and deadly pandemic.  2 , Make him the unknown : He ignored him throughout the seminar, for her he did not exist.

ignorantia
IGNORANTIA Latin word for ignorance

iguaraya
IGUARAYA Stenocereus griseus desert plant of the family Cactaceae.  It is found in Venezuela, Mexico, and Colombia. 
Also called Cardón Guajiro because it typically grows in The Colombian Guajira.  It has a unique flavor.   Its fruit is
reddish in color and is squeezed to prepare a liqueur and serve with an appetizer.  In Colombia they are cultivated by
the Wayuu, a comunidas native to La Guajira

iguazo
IGUAZO In Colombia ignorant person, repulsive in appearance badly misspoken with bad manners and very bad taste,
derogatory towards lower class individuals.   Also climbers and arribistas.  A term popularized by a program of the late
90s and early 2000s, in which Martin of Francisco mentions that the nickname would have originated in the huila, where
the ranchers hunted a bird called iguaza.  The farmers, lacking hound dogs to find the corpses, used specialized day
laborers, who they called iguas.

ijka
IJKA stands for International Jaoanese Karate Association



ikat
IKAT Best preserved artisanal technique, intangible heritage of Ecuador, used for the manufacture of gualaceo macanas
or gualaceo cloths, (province of Azuay, canton of Ecuador).  Its name comes from the Malay meaning rope, thread,
fabric, head cloth.   Tinctures for polychromatic cloths are obtained from tocte (walnut), mealybug, bougainvillea,
ñachac, cabbage, grill, onion, indigo, etc.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be kasuri, batik, bullkay,
bulzhun

iki
IKI 1.  Supermarket chain 2 .  Island in the Pacific Ocean in the Kyushu region.  3 .  City in Japan, in Nagasaki
Prefecture, where the second atomic bomb fell in the Second War.  4 .  Lugol or dissolution of Lugol, dissolution of
molecular iodine "I" and potassium iodide "KI".  5 .  Internationale Klimaschutzinitiative, IKI of its name in German, or
International Climate Protection Initiative

ilión
ILION from the Latin lomo or flank .  1 .  The largest bone of the three bones that make up the pelvic girdle and connects
the spine to each lower limb.  2 .  Ancient Greek city located in the region of Epirus.  It is mentioned by Virgil in the
Aeneid.

ilumínalo
ILUMONLO pronominal form of the verb ILUMINAR , imperative mode , second singular person .  Turn it on, give it light.

ilusionadas
EXCITED f .  pl.  from the participle of the verb ILUSIONARSE , soñar , esperanzarse

ima sutiyki
ima your tiki (and not ima sutyiki ) quechua , means what's your name?

imagen corporativa
CORPORATE IMAGE, idea promoted by advertising agencies regarding a company, so that the public admires it and
has the most positive attitude possible towards it.  It may not be related to the products that are marketed, such as
concern for the environment or the children of Biafra or Yemen. 

imágen corporativa
CORPORATE IMAGE spelling error by CORPORATE IMAGE, idea promoted by advertising agencies regarding a
company, so that the public admires it and has the most positive attitude possible towards it.  It may not be related to the
products that are marketed, such as concern for the environment or the children of Biafra or Yemen. 

imberción
INVESTMENT (and non-imbecion) .  1 .  Place money or capital of any species in the form of deposit, in real estate for
exploitation or in projects of various kinds, with the aim of obtaining profitability from it.  2 .  Turn something around.  The
investment of the boat makes it unrecoverable.  3 .  Mathematical process in matrix calculation

imbécil!
YOU ASSHOLE! As an interjection it is an insult to a person's intelligence.  An angry recrimination by something that the
questioning has done wrong and damaged to the one who pronounces the epithet.



imblanqueable
UNBLEMISHABLE that cannot be bleached 2 .  that cannot be converted into ( money ) legal

imbuído
IMBUÍDO participle past IMBUIR Instill in someone a desire or feeling. 

imcompatible
Incompatible.  It is not supported, it has no affinity, which they cannot share.  Without affinity, without the possibility of
congenial, to connect, to work together

imigrante
IMIGRANTE Brazilian municipality of the state of Rio Grande do Sul , located in Lajeado-Estrela.  It was founded in May
1988. 

impactador
IMPACTATOR that produces impact, which causes great effect

impairment
IMPAIRMENT impairment, disability

impalida
IMPALIDA in Ecuador : third singular person of the present verb IMPALIR , have sex .  Probably derived from
EMPALAR

impás
ImpasS of the English Impasse deadlock.  Situation of conflict between opposition parties, which causes a deadlock and
must be settled.  2 .  Position play in the game of bridge and other card games, where a figure of an opponent is "on the
gallows", that is, before a lower card and another higher than his own, for example, AQ behind KJ.  It is said that the K is
in a position of impasses or impasse.

impenetrada
IMPENETRATE Women's IMPENETRADA 1 .  virgin, who has the hymen intact 2.  It has not been penetrated (a place) 

impeorable
IMPEORABLE that it can not get worse ( a situation ) 

imperio maurya
MAURYA EMPIRE.  It is an empire that encompassed much of what is now India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and
Beluchistan.  It lasted from 320 to 180 a. C.  and had its largest extension around 265 a. C.  It is a remarkable period for
the spread of culture, an extraordinary religious freedom, something unthinkable for the time, and where Buddhism and
the doctrine of peace were introduced.  In addition to its expansion he contributed to the Mauryan emperors, Seleuco I,
an ex-general of Alexander the Great, who after his death expelled the Macedonians from the subcontinent.  More than
1653 languages were spoken.



imperticia
IMPERTICITY lack of expertise, imperfection in the execution of a procedure (especially medical) 

implasto
IMPLASTO See EMPLASTO

implicados
INVOLVED , plural of IMPLICATED .  Said of a person : That he is involved in a crime or other fact, such as an accident.

imporrogable
NON-EXTENDABLE SPELLING ERROR BY IMPRORROGABLE, which can not be postponed or give a new deadline
for compliance, such as a payment or the realization of an event. 

importar un bledo
IMPORT A DAMN does not matter .  it's a low-value edible herb

imposiciones
IMPOSITIONS of money that employers and entrepreneurs must pay monthly to the retirement fund of a regular
employee. 

impostergables
PLURAL IMPOSTERGABLES OF UMPOSTERGABLE See UMPOSTERGABLE .  That you cannot postpone Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be inescapable, immediate action

impredencible
IMPREDENCIBLE spelling error by UNPREDICTABLE, which cannot be anticipated or predicted

impresora 3d
3D 3D PRINTER, 'third dimension'; machine that allows to produce bodies from small particles based on a computerized
pattern.  In this way guns, teeth, bones and even walls, windows and doors are manufactured.  So far they are
monochromatic and technology is being developed to allow for a large comprehensive chromatic spectrum. 

improbos
IMPROBOS plural IMPROBOS of IMPROBO that is not honest, which is not probo

impuesto rosa
PINK TAX additional percentage that women pay for a unisex product.  For example, the female razor is worth 7% more
than the male razor itself. 

impuesto verde
GREEN TAX additional tax that the law defines for the most polluting processes, in order to promote reducing the
carbon footprint and environmental pollution, in general


